
High Tiny Prices.  
 
Here lies my honest take on how Tiny House prices are set. Written from my own experiences of 
designing, constructing and selling my own work, both inside and outside of the Tiny universe. 
With Tiny prices ranging from 10k to 130K, this is my take on why we see the prices we do for 
Australian Tiny Houses on wheels. 
 
Stemming from the US, it’s understandable that the Tiny House movement often bases itself on 
American Dollar figures. The obvious problem here for Australians is the exchange rate, hidden a 
little deeper than this is the wage difference, material price discrepancies, and the juvenile 
Australian industry.  
 
US median income sits around 31k per year USD, Australia sits at around 44K USD, add in the 
exchange rate, and the median income figure appears to be double that of our American 
counterparts. This is significant, as Tiny Houses are high on labor, as high as 75% labor, 25% 
materials. Higher average wages will affect not only the trade labor but profit for the overseeing 
management and material suppliers. 
 
An even larger discrepancy is apparent in the material costs, building material costs in the US are 
significantly cheaper. $17 USD gets you a sheet of structural ply from Home Depot, the equivalent 
sheet of ply from Bunnings costs you $44 AUD, this is also true of many other building materials, 
due, in part, to a much larger market and wages for service jobs which are far below our own. This 
brings a US material cost of $20k USD to an approximate $45k AUD. This discrepancy is not just 
evident when compared to the USA, overall, Australia is an expensive place to build.  
 
One more factor contributing to the American price difference is the size and age of the industry, 
they have benefited from over a decade of building refinements, material scheduling and more 
significantly, the experience of its tradesman. With the movement still being in its infancy in 
Australia, the base level of tiny house building experience among our tradesmen is almost non-
existent. This lack of experience slows the build down, not by a lot, but by enough, the additional 
research and uncertainty can make for a frustratingly slow build, especially when compared to the 
well-drilled regular house building industry.    
 
Regardless of your industry, a perpetual sticking point for any self-employed person is the 
seemingly outrageous rate at which they charge themselves out. You could expect to pay $80/ 
hour, higher for a more specialized, experienced or regulated trade. For comparison, outside of 
trade work you might hire an accountant at $160/hour, lawyer for $250/hour, and figures rising 
well above $1000 per hour for highly skilled professionals.  
 
So how is this possible? Using a yearly wage of $50k, roughly equal to $25per hour. Typical full-
time work conditions are 40 hours a week for 52 weeks, minus annual leave, sick leave, long 
service leave and two weeks of public holidays. All up, a full-time employee works 44 weeks a year 
creating an actual hourly rate of $28.50 per hour worked.  
 
The next factor is that genuinely self-employed people can’t expect 40 hours a week of work for 
44 weeks a year. I can testify that 6 hours a day, four days a week, 40 weeks a year is a success. 
That’s not to say that I don’t work more, these are just the hours which I can charge a customer 
for. Looking back at the 50k mark, I now need to charge $52/h, just to cover my own wage.  
 



There are also overheads; insurance, travel, tools, consumables, training, safety gear, accounting 
fees, and so on. All added up, expect this to cost a regular tradie around $20 per chargeable hour. 
If I add $10 of profit in the aid of helping my micro business grow, now my charge out rate is up to 
$80/hour. This calculation is based on a sub-median yearly wage, with no job security and the 
simplest of business set ups. If I was to add to the calculation, more equipment, consumables, 
training, facilities, support staff, insurance, loans or product research, my charge-out rate starts to 
climb into the hundreds. If my chargeable hours are reduced, like in the case of a surgeon, then 
the rate climbs into the thousands.  
 
There is one more dimension to these rates, and that is the sub-contractor rate of $36-50 per 
hour which is common for carpenters and alike on residential building sites. Sub-contractors who 
are on an hourly rate are not actually sub-contractors at all, they are effectively casual employees 
who collect GST and provide insurance. The unfortunate part for people in this situation is that 
they are often being ripped-off by well-knowing builders. It will cost around $10 per hour to 
function in this capacity, leaving the tradie with a $30/hour wage without job security or benefits, 
this is equal to a full-time wage of around $18/hour. Obviously, these rates should not be applied 
to a genuine contractor, nor should the price of a Tiny house be based on this.    
  
Getting back to the tiny house on wheels construction, the price of a professionally constructed 
tiny house is usually $50-130K, around 4 times the cost per square metre of a Metricon home. I’m 
pointing the finger for this situation at four things, the first is the experience level of the industry, 
which I mentioned earlier. The second is the mechanical nature of the house, third is the space 
restrictions, and lastly, the cost of off-grid services.  
 
For example, I can build you a house floor, 16 square metres on stumps with a timber frame for 
about $1,000, or, I could build a Tiny house trailer for around $10,000. Added to this is the 
difficulty of mechanical aspects, like building around wheel arches, weight distributions, on-road 
restrictions and dynamic forces. Now your tiny house on wheels could cost $15-20k more than the 
static equivalent, just at shell stage.  
 
Any builder, tradie or home owner can tell you that the expensive part of a house is the kitchen 
and bathroom, and the time-consuming part of wall building is the windows and doors. The large 
open expanses of a modern Australian house are relatively light on both time and materials. On 
the Tiny front, all the expensive gear still exists, but worse, its miniature. A tiny is so tight for room 
that every item will cost more. Prefab flatpacks rarely work, the doors, windows and furniture 
may also be custom built. Instead of one large closet you end up with multiple pigeon-holes. 
During the building process, barely a single full length of material will be fitted without pausing to 
make a check-out or service hole. Don’t forget the weight limit, choosing materials carefully then 
cutting everything down to its bare size minimum will take time. The result of all this is that a 
static house with double or triple the floor size could be quicker and cheaper to build.  
 
I also can’t talk about Tiny builds without mentioning quality. The quality which we are used to in 
a standard residential build is surprisingly low. For a century in Australia, build quality has come 
fourth place behind size, speed and luxury. Thermal efficiency has taken a back seat to all of these 
and still does. Our 6-star energy rating system is very questionable, houses are not tested upon 
completion and the system does not take size into account, the results of these failings are that 
many Australian houses would score a 1 or2 out of 10 if measured correctly. This is a problem, 
because Tinys feel the heat and the cold far more than the average house.  



Coupled with the dynamic nature of a tiny house on wheels as well as an environmental 
conscience and we should be expecting a much higher level of quality from our Tiny builders than 
we do of our residential giants.     
 
Living off-grid costs money, lots of it. Not all Tinys are equipped to be self-sufficient but for those 
that are, spending $25k on services wouldn’t be out of the ordinary. Solar panels and storage, 
water tanks and pumps, bottled gas, composting toilets and grey water systems will carve out a 
large piece of your budget, especially if the owners wish to keep the high living standards and 
appliances which we have become accustomed to in Australia. Items like ovens and air 
conditioners will cost you not just the unit price, but also, multiple design issues and an expensive 
installation, but that’s just the half of it. Increased electrical supply and storage requirements will 
double the eventual cost to the consumer.   
 
In comparison to this are the seemingly endless grids of electricity, water, gas, and sewers in our 
standard residential setups. These services are of course, not free, they are paid for in service bills 
and council rates, so this expense is excluded from the build price. I must also point out that while 
some people may wish to avoid electricity costs by living off-grid, it’s simply not a reality, the 
power bills are essentially paid in full, 10 years in advance. Regardless of your approach, living off-
grid costs money.    
 
So why not reduce these costs by doing some of the work yourself? Our tiny culture is heavily 
influenced and inspired by owner-builders, unfortunately, as a result of this, Australian Tiny 
culture has begun to show cracks. I’m all for people learning new skills and I often jump at the 
opportunity to teach my skills to others, however, I will also caution against tackling a building 
project as complicated and expensive as a tiny house on wheels. Even for skilled tradies and 
designers, these are difficult jobs, mistakes could be serious. Learning your skills on such a 
delicate and important project is a highly questionable approach.   
 
It will take a few years to show, but the results of ill-considered designs, poor quality trade work 
and questionable engineering will reveal itself at some point. Without the back-up of land value, 
the result of a rotted Tiny House frame could be devastating, years of work and savings all lost.  
 
The life time of a Tiny is still in question, we simply don’t have the historical evidence to compare 
to, professionally built or not. Anywhere between 10 and 100 years could be the expected life 
time of a Tiny, most likely succumbing to internal moisture problems or weather proofing failures. 
Purchasing at the top-end of the THOW price range could save you a lot of money in the future, if 
it the construction priorities are in the right place.  
 
Furthermore, the number of half-built Tinys being sold in Australia is alarming, it is not 
uncommon for these houses to be sold for little more than the price of the materials. Not only 
does this signify a great loss to the seller of the Tiny but it also adds to an illusion of affordability 
to the industry. It’s difficult for me to charge an appropriate price for a well-constructed Tiny 
when an owner builder has just sold a similar looking construction for one third or one quarter of 
my desired figure. While I know quality when I see it, expecting a casual Facebook user to spot it 
in an add is a bit beyond reasonable, and as a result, those kinds of sales posts add to the price 
confusion for the average THOW enthusiast.    
 
The reality for most Tiny builds, is that they fall between the extremes of self-built and 
professionally built. Flat-packs, prefab, hired trades, friendly assistance, empty shells, these are all 



combinations of self-built and professionally-built. I recently sold a house which by most 
measures was complete, yet the owner used his electrical skills to add exterior lighting, cooling 
and 240 volt outlets, great additions which added a DIY element to an otherwise professional 
build. On the other end of this scale, someone may build the entire house themselves, after 
purchasing a trailer, the trailer purchase also creates a combination build as it functions as the 
footings and subfloor of the house.      
 
In my experience, the average time taken to self-build a THOW is between two and four years, 
and ‘self-built’ is a very questionable term. A full sized, installed, off-grid Tiny has around 1000 
hours of trade labor in it. For an amateur, that time is doubled, and add another few hundred 
hours if you want to use recycled materials. 1800 is approximately the number of hours in a full-
time work year. Before embarking on one of these projects, consider how many years it will take 
you to wedge and extra work year into your life, and compare that to the luxury of purchasing a 
complete unit. 
 
I believe we are very fortunate to have as many selfless professionals working within the industry 
as we do, however, we still need people to make money off Tinys. We need talented and 
dedicated people to innovate and improve upon what we already have. Filling deep pockets with 
cash just isn’t a reality when operating within an industry based on DIY and affordability, 
however, without the possibility of making at least a modest living, even dedicated people will be 
forced to look elsewhere.  
 
With the influences of international prices, DIY quality and residential building standards, it is no 
surprise that many Australians are often confused at the price of a Tiny, and ‘value’ is an even 
more complex question. Without legalization, the value to the owner is reduced, adding to the 
already difficult task of pricing my own work.  
 
One thing that I can promise is that I will not be dropping my rates, after 6 Tiny builds in various 
capacities, my average charge out rate is dismal, around $20/hour, barely covering overheads. 
This creates a situation where I have to find other work to support my Tiny House building habit. 
This is not entirely a reflection upon the industry, I have almost volunteered my services on some 
jobs to gain experience, create a portfolio and to assist the owners. Further to this is my desire to 
innovate, I’m yet to build the same thing twice which is great for my skills and photo album, it’s 
also great for the industry, but it’s terrible for my bank balance. I’m not the only person in this 
industry working in a similar manner.  
 
I’m even guilty myself of hindering other builders in their quest to charge appropriate rates for 
their work. By cutting my rates to achieve other goals, I too have brought down the perceived 
value of a Tiny house. As have many other builders who are making their way in the world.  
 
Currently, from my perspective, $90,000 is the bench mark for a professionally built, off-grid, 7-
metre-long Tiny, much below that price and I would be asking questions, much above it and I 
would be expecting something quite special. Builds of a special nature do exist. Additional size, 
automation, bushfire proofing, luxury and quality demands could produce much higher price tags. 
Regulation will also result in a rise in prices.  
 
The good news for the consumer is that competition has increased, so to have batch sizes and the 
volume of builds has ballooned. These factors will help reduce the prices for standard tiny houses.  
 



I hope this clears some of the confusion around Tiny prices.    
 
Tom Coupe 
Tiny House designer and Builder.  
 


